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Organisation 4.0 – Autonomy and Agility





Definition «Enterprise Social Networking»
Paul M. Leonardi et al. (2013) define ESM as “Web-based platforms” that allow workers to: 
communicate messages with specific coworkers or broadcast messages to everyone in the organization; 
explicitly indicate or implicitly reveal particular coworkers as communication partners; 
post, edit, and sort text and files linked to themselves or others; and 
view the messages, connections, text, and files communicated, posted, edited and sorted by anyone else in the organization at any time of their choosing.” 

http://www.tmp.ucsb.edu/files/leonardi/publications/enterprise.pdf



Core Functionalities ESN

Vulkanmodell Sozialer Software; Karsten Ehms





Who uses «Enterprise Social Networking»?

of the Fortune 500 Companies use Yammer



Benefits Enterprise Social Networks I

AIIM Research Report, November 2014



Benefits Enterprise Social Networks II



Where Enterprise Social can not help







The three pillars of successful collaboration



Presence Culture
Agility & FlexibilityChange



Private Sector
10% 25% 35% 16% 2%

Public Sector14% 63% 16% 0% 0%















1. Combine physical and virtual world



2. Challenge the current organization
Virtual collaboration

Traditional office work ( ... )

place
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3. Strenghten network thinking



4. Build and manage communities



5. Identify unique value proposition







Current Research on ESN
—Significant positive impact of ESN on individual performance proven.
—ESN best suited for “non-routine” tasks where task requirements as well as possible solutions are not obvious from the beginning.
—Suitable for various different tasks.



Current Research on ESN II
—Output of ESN slightly different with regard to usage:intra-team: task resolution  knowledge exploitationinter-team: innovation capacity  knowledge exploration
—Technology usage is only one aspect – success of ESN mainly depending on context and culture of usage. Socio-technological perspective vs. technological-centric view.
What’s in IT for employees? Understanding the relationship between use and performance in enterprise social software (Maurice Kuegler, Stefan Smolnik, Gerald Kane)
June 2015, Elsevier



Conclusions
—ESN is in maturity phase. Original Gartner statement (> 80% of ESN initiatives are not successful) is falsified;  new studies prove unambiguous positive effects on individual performance if ESN is actively used (right setting, right task, active implementation support).
—Special emphasis should be placed on inter-organizational usage, as the benefit is biggest, in particular with regard to innovation capacity (Granovetter “weak ties”).



Challenge: cultural change



“If the rate of change on the outside exceeds the rate of change on the inside, the end is near."






